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Abstract: interest in syntactic reconstruction was implicit in the work of the founding 
fathers of the Comparative Method, including Franz Bopp and his contemporaries. the 
Neo-Grammarians took a more active interest in syntactic issues, concentrating especially on 
comparative descriptive syntax. in the 20th century, typologically-inspired research gave rise 
to several reconstructions of neutral word order for Proto-indo-european. this work was 
met with severe criticism by watkins (1976), which had the unfortunate effect that work 
on syntactic reconstruction reached a methodological impasse and was largely abandoned. 
However, the pioneering work of Hale (1987a), Garrett (1990) and Harris & Campbell 
(1995) showed that syntactic reconstruction could be carried out successfully. Currently, 
three different strands of work on syntactic reconstruction can be identified: i) the 
traditional indo-europeanists, ii) the generativists, and iii) the construction grammarians. 
the reconstructions of the two first strands are incomplete, either due to lack of formal 
representation, or due to the inability of the representational system to explicate the details 
of the form-meaning correspondences underlying any analysis of syntactic reconstruction. 
in contrast, Construction Grammar has at its disposal a full-fledged representational 
formalism where all aspects of grammar can be made explicit, hence allowing for the 
precise formulations of form-meaning correspondences needed to carry out a complete 
reconstruction. this is exemplified in the present paper with a reconstruction of grammatical 
relations for Proto-Germanic, involving a set of argument structure constructions and the 
subject tests applicable in the grammar of the proto-stage.

Keywords: syntactic reconstruction, indo-european, Comparative Method, Construc-
tion Grammar, Grammatical relations.

Resumen: el interés por la reconstrucción sintáctica estaba presente en la obra de los pa-
dres fundadores del Método Comparativo, incluidos Franz Bopp y sus contemporáneos. los 
neogramáticos retomaron este interés por las cuestiones sintácticas, y se centraron especial-
mente en la sintaxis descriptiva comparada. en el siglo xx, la investigación de corte tipoló-
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gico dio lugar a varias propuestas de reconstrucción de un orden de palabras no marcado. 
esta labor encontró la oposición crítica de watkins (1976), lo cual tuvo la desafortunada 
consecuencia de que el trabajo en reconstrucción lingüística fue prácticamente abandonado. 
sin embargo, los trabajos pioneros de Hale (1987a), Garrett (1990) y Harris & Campbell 
(1995) mostraron que la reconstrucción sintáctica podía ser abordada de modo satisfactorio. 
a día de hoy, la reconstrucción sintáctica se lleva a cabo en tres corrientes lingüísticas: (i) la 
indoeuropeística tradicional, (ii) la lingüística formal-generativa, (iii) la gramática de cons-
trucciones. las propuestas derivadas de las dos primeras escuelas lingüísticas resultan ser in-
completas, bien por la falta de una representación formal explícita, bien por la falta de ade-
cuación representacional necesaria para explicar los detalles de las correspondencias entre 
forma y significado que subyacen a cualquier análisis de reconstrucción lingüística. Por el 
contrario, la gramática de construcciones tiene a su disposición un formalismo representa-
cional elaborado en el que todos los aspectos gramaticales pueden ser explicitados, de modo 
que es posible la formulación exacta de las correspondencias entre forma y significado que es 
necesaria para llevar a cabo una reconstrucción completa. todo esto se va a ilustrar en este 
artículo con la reconstrucción de varias relaciones gramaticales del proto-germánico en las 
que están implicadas una serie de construcciones de estructura argumental y los tests de su-
jeto que se aplican en la gramática de la proto-lengua.

Palabras clave: reconstrucción sintáctica, indoeuropeo, Método Comparativo, Construc-
tion Grammar, relaciones gramaticales.
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1. introduction

although Franz Bopp mainly concentrated on comparing lexis and sounds across the early in-
do-european languages, he was still particularly interested in grammar, especially verbal endings 
and their origins. Bopp also paid close attention to how words combine into sentences in the ear-
liest languages, which involved a comparison of sentence types and syntactic and morphosyntac-
tic constructions. For instance, in his work on the conjugation system (1816), Bopp showed that 
the aorist of Greek and sanskrit are cognate formations. according to wackernagel (1926, 25), 
this was a pioneering study of syntactic patterns within the paradigm of the Comparative Method 
(Campbell 1995, 1145). the first steps towards developing the Comparative Method were laid 
out by rask in his famous prize essay from 1814 on the origins of icelandic and the old Norse 
language, later published as rask (1818). it was Bopp, however, who developed and systematized 
this methodology on which the Comparative Method came to be based.

Not only did Bopp systematically compare lexical and phonological units, but also larger mor-
phosyntactic structures. thus, it has always been implicit in the standard operating procedure of 
the Comparative Method that syntactic and morphosyntactic units can be subjected to it, but 
early grammarians like Bopp, delbrück and even wackernagel simply lacked the analytical tools 
to carry out and formalize such reconstructions. as a result, there was a long period of skepticism 
regarding the viability of applying the Comparative Method to syntax. in more recent years, how-
ever, there is an increasing body of work demonstrating that syntactic reconstruction is not only 
possible but also of great importance to historical linguistics.

in the remainder of this article, we first give a brief outline of the history of syntactic recon-
struction in section 2, before reviewing current comparative syntactic work on reconstruction on 
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the basis of the indo-european languages in section 3. Contemporary syntactic reconstruction of 
the indo-european languages can be divided into three different strands, the traditional indo-eu-
ropean paradigm, the generative paradigm and the Construction Grammar paradigm. as an exam-
ple, we lay out the details of how fragments of grammar can be reconstructed by means of Con-
struction Grammar, including a reconstruction of grammatical relations for Proto-Germanic. 
in section 4 we summarize the main arguments against syntactic reconstruction that have been 
brought forth in the literature and show why they lack validity. section 5 contains our conclu-
sions.

2. earlier Ventures in syntactic reconstruction

the work carried out within the neogrammarian paradigm during the latter part of the 19th 
and the first half of the 20th centuries was focused on phonology, morphology and the lexicon. 
syntax was still an underdeveloped field, although a number of important syntactic discoveries 
were made, like the placement of clitics in second position by wackernagel’s law (wackernagel 
1892), the position of the verb in Vedic and other archaic indo-european languages (delbrück 
1878), the morphosyntactic and functional properties of the imperative form of the verb in indo-
european (thurneysen 1885), Verb-second in old French (thurneysen 1892), the function of 
the cases across indo-european (delbrück 1907, Havers 1911), and the tentative reconstruction 
of ergative alignment for (early) Proto-indo-european (Uhlenbeck 1901, Pedersen 1907, Vaillant 
1936). there was also a lively debate on whether subordinate clauses were found in Proto-indo-
european or not (Hermann 1895, Brugmann 1925), and intensive comparative work on the syn-
tax of mood was also conducted (jolly 1872, thurneysen 1885, delbrück 1893-1900).

in the wake of research on typological universals (Greenberg 1966), attempts at developing re-
construction methodology for syntax were made, in particular by lehmann (1974). lehmann ar-
gued that Proto-indo-european must have been an soV language, based on the occurrence of 
oV word orders in simple sentences in the earliest texts, as well as the word order found in other 
syntactic contexts, such as with nominal modifying constructions, verbal modifying constructions, 
mediopassive constructions, and postposed coordinators. the following year, two further publica-
tions appeared on indo-european basic word order: Friedrich (1975) and Miller (1975). on the 
basis of word order frequencies in the earliest indo-european texts, especially Homer, Friedrich 
suggested that the basic word order in Proto-indo-european was sVo. Friedrich’s reconstruction 
is thus based on statistics and the pattern of the majority. Miller, however, argued that the basic 
word order in Proto-indo-european must have had all three basic word order types: soV, sVo, 
Vso. the arguments for this claim came from the word order patterns found in later stages of the 
indo-european languages.

the reconstructions by lehmann, Friedrich and Miller were met with severe criticism, in par-
ticular watkins (1976), echoed by jeffers (1976), lightfoot (1979) and winter (1984), among 
others, emphasized the futility of the typological approach to syntactic reconstruction. these 
scholars also highlighted the fact that seemingly random conclusions can be reached on the pat-
terns of basic word order in Proto-indo-european, all depending on the selection criteria of the 
material on which the reconstruction is based. this criticism had a demoralizing effect on the field 
of historical indo-european syntax for decades to come.

despite his critical tone, watkins (1976) still had some concrete and constructive propos-
als on how to conduct syntactic reconstruction, which he argued could be done on the basis of 
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morphological material (Barðdal & eythórsson 2017). in his 1995 book, watkins fleshed this 
proposal out in detail, giving countless examples from indo-european poetic language of for-
mulaic expressions found across the early languages. Focusing on set phrases and identical collo-
cations in comparable contexts from literature within the same genre, watkins was in effect able 
to reconstruct fragments of Proto-indo-european morphosyntax. thus, watkins’s results and 
especially his methodology are of great worth not only for indo-european poetics but also for 
syntax.

Further significant advances in the methodology of syntactic reconstruction have been made by 
contemporary scholars like Harris (1985) Harris & Campbell (1995, 2002), Gildea (1992, 1998, 
2000), and Kikusawa (2002, 2003). Harris & Campbell (1995) developed a thorough research 
program on how to carry out syntactic reconstruction, based on the concept of syntactic pattern. 
Gildea (1992, 1998), in his meticulous work on the grammar of the Cariban languages, convinc-
ingly showed how innovations and archaic morphosyntax could be teased apart, serving as the ba-
sis for the reconstruction of the Proto-Cariban alignment system. Kikusawa (2002, 2003), who 
has also reconstructed alignment for Proto-Central-Pacific on the basis of the development of the 
pronominal systems, introduced the notion of cognate structures into the discussion of syntactic re-
construction.

More recently, the principles and methodology of syntactic reconstruction have been made 
even more precise, as is evident in a number of papers in Ferraresi & Goldberg (2008), for in-
stance the ones by Harris (2008), Bowern (2008), and Pires & thomason (2008). Further argu-
ments for the legitimacy of syntactic reconstruction have been put forward, as well as suggestions 
on how to formalize syntactic reconstruction in a precise and theoretically-coherent manner. see 
Hale (1987a, 1987b, 2015), Garrett (1990), willis (2011) and walkden (2013, 2014), within the 
generative framework, and Barðdal and eythórsson in several contributions within the construc-
tion grammar framework (eythórsson & Barðdal 2011, Barðdal & eythórsson 2012a, 2012b, in 
press, Barðdal 2013, 2015, Barðdal & smitherman 2013, Barðdal et al. 2013). a further explica-
tion of the contributions made by these different approaches will be outlined below.

3. syntactic reconstruction within the indo-european language Family

one can identify three strands of research focusing on syntactic reconstruction: work carried 
out within i) the traditional indo-european paradigm, ii) the generative paradigm, and c) the con-
struction grammar paradigm. we will now discuss each in turn (3.1-3.3).

3.1. The Traditional Indo-European Paradigm

starting with the first strand, syntactic work done within the traditional indo-european par-
adigm, we can mention, as some of the most recent work of this kind, Gamkrelidze & ivanov 
(1995), Mendoza (1998), Bauer (2000), lühr (2008), Balles (2008), Fritz (2010), Hock (2013), 
Keydana (2013), Kulikov & lavidas (2013a), rizza & Cotticelli Kurras (2013), Viti (2014), 
l uraghi (2017), and luján & lópez Chala (2017). several book volumes on comparative indo-
european syntax and/or syntactic reconstruction have also seen the light of day in recent years 
(Ferraresi & Goldbach 2008, Kulikov & lavidas 2013b, Viti 2014, lujan, Barðdal & Gildea (in 
press), speaking for the increased interest in syntactic reconstruction. we would like to comment 
in particular on lühr (2008) and Hock (2013).
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lühr (2008) argues, and quite convincingly so in our opinion, that subordinate clauses not only 
can, but must be reconstructed for Proto-indo-european. she focuses on the early reflections of 
modern-day that-clauses, and not only does she demonstrate that such clauses must themselves be 
reconstructed for the proto-language, but also a complementizer corresponding to that on the ba-
sis of data from late Hittite, old avestan, old Persian, Homeric Greek, and old saxon. the par-
ticular complementizer form, *kwi-, is also cognate across at least Hittite, ancient Greek, and Ger-
manic, while the early indo-iranian languages have another etymon, *io-, in the complementizer 
position. while the neogrammarian debate evolved around whether the proto-language had em-
bedded clauses or not, the modern debate is focused on the nature of the subordinate clauses that 
must be reconstructed for the proto-stage, namely whether they really are embedded or whether 
they only are adjoined. lühr’s work is a solid contribution to the long-standing debate on the sta-
tus of subordination in Proto-indo-european.

Hock’s (2013) article focuses on the position of the finite verb in Proto-indo-european. 
Contra earlier scholarship, Hock points out that recent typological research does not exclude the 
occurrence of relative clauses containing relative pronouns and finite verbs in soV languages. 
Hence, such structures are in principle reconstructable for a proto-stage with an soV order, de-
spite earlier arguments against such a reconstruction (lehmann 1974, Friedrich 1975). in addi-
tion, Hock argues that the fact that non-initial finite verbs in main clauses in Vedic lose their 
accent can only be motivated under the assumption that the verb was final. the reason is that 
there seems to have been a prosodic conflict between the high-pitch accent of the verb and the 
falling intonation characteristic of clause-final position. this conflict was resolved by the verb 
losing its accent utterance-finally (see also Hock 1986 and Klein 1992). a further argument 
for Proto-indo-european soV order stems from i-apocope in italic, insular Celtic and Baltic-
slavic, whereby finite verbs lose their word-final -i. Hock (2006, 2013) and weiss (2009) have 
argued that this i-apocope is indeed an utterance-final reduction, compatible with the assump-
tion that the finite verb occupies clause-final position. Hock thus shows that it is absolutely pos-
sible to formulate a fruitful hypothesis on word order in Proto-indo-european, contra claims 
made by watkins (1976), lightfoot (1979, inter alia), Pires & thomason (2008, 50) and Fort-
son (2010).

Most of the otherwise excellent publications on comparative and reconstructed syntax listed 
above suffer from one non-trivial shortcoming, which is that an actual reconstruction is not really 
carried out. that is, the final step of the Comparative Method is not taken. surely, correspond-
ence sets are set up, the alternatives are compared, and a conclusion is made on the basis of the 
comparative facts and how they fit with the data and the grammar in general. it is claimed that a 
syntactic or a morphosyntactic object must or can be reconstructed. the final output, however, 
the reconstruction itself, is not given a formal representation. such a representation is needed in 
order to explicate the analysis and flesh out the details of the reconstruction. an analysis that does 
not employ a thorough and precise representational system does not really result in a grammatical 
model, only vague ideas about how such a model may look like.

in some work within indo-european comparative syntax (Gamkrelidze & ivanov 1995, Ku-
likov & lavidas 2013, rizza & Cotticelli Kurras 2013, luján & lópez Chala 2017), a diachronic 
scenario may be drawn up, where different developmental stages of the analysis are outlined. im-
plicit in such analyses is a reconstruction of the original stage, although the exact status and the 
details of the reconstructed final output are not really fleshed out. thus it turns out that, valuable 
though they may be, most syntactic reconstructions within the traditional indo-european para-
digm are in fact incomplete.
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3.2. The Generative Paradigm

early comparative syntactic work within the generative paradigm is represented by Hale 
(1987a, 1987b) and Garrett (1990). Hale carried out extensive work on clitics and the wacker-
nagel position, based on comparative evidence from Vedic and Hittite, which resulted in a recon-
struction of a hierarchical clause structure around the wackernagel position in Proto-indo-eu-
ropean. Hale convincingly showed that topic and wh-elements must have occupied two different 
syntactic positions, which were represented in the tree structure he posited for Proto-indo-eu-
ropean. two arguments were provided for this analysis: the first argument is based on the po-
sition of fronted elements in the clause and the second argument on the distribution of clitics. 
Hale’s analysis was further developed by Garrett (1990) for clitics in Hittite. there is no doubt 
that Hale’s work was a sensation at the time and marked the beginning of an era, inspiring confi-
dence in the historical linguistics community that it was possible to formalize comparative indo-
european syntax in a precise manner and thereby to make new linguistic discoveries in this long-
neglected field of study.

More recent work within the generative paradigm has been done by willis (2011) and walk-
den (2009, 2013, 2014). willis (2011) reconstructs aspects of the grammar of Common Bry-
thonic, involving free relative clauses, cognate relative markers, negation and stress patterns, on the 
basis of data from all the medieval and modern Brythonic languages. willis reconstructs a chain of 
changes involving both reanalysis and extension of existing patterns, hence uniting a set of com-
plex data into a coherent story of grammatical change.

employing the generative notions of i-language and e-language, willis points out that these 
notions restrict the possible reconstructions one can posit. that is, the data that language learn-
ers produce (e-language) must be compatible with their input data, which in turn is based on the 
grammar of the source language (i-language). this means that a reconstruction of a grammar can-
not generate data that is radically different from the inherited grammar, on which the reconstruc-
tion is based.

an important contribution of willis’s work relates to his distinction between universal and lo-
cal directionality. By the term universal directionality, willis refers to morphosyntactic changes 
known through the large amount of work on grammaticalization, for instance. drawing on data 
from a wide variety of languages, the grammaticalization program has documented that there is a 
compelling tendency towards unidirectionality of change, although this is first and foremost mani-
fested as a robust statistical preference. By the term local directionality, however, willis emphasizes 
that often the linguistic data under scrutiny only allow for one interpretation of the observed his-
torical changes, and hence the reconstruction falls out directly from these very local factors. this 
is, indeed, a very important observation, one that we have also highlighted ourselves in our own 
work (Barðdal & eythórsson 2012a, 267-268, Barðdal 2013, 448); hence willis’s documentation 
of what local directionality involves is a most welcome contribution to the field of syntactic recon-
struction. it follows from this that neither syntactic “laws” nor any universal “directionality” in 
language change is needed for reconstructing syntax.

another example involving local directionality has been brought forward by walkden (2009, 
2013, 2014). this is the verbal “middle” ending -sk in old west Nordic, -s in old east Nordic, 
which has developed from a cognate reflexive pronoun, sik ‘self’, first into a clitic and then later 
into a derivational ending. this development, however, has neither taken place in west nor east 
Germanic, even though the reflexive pronoun is also found there, cf. Gothic sik and old High 
German sih. Hence, a comparison between the Germanic daughter languages reveals that, al-
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though not involving identity, the North Germanic situation must be regarded as an innovation. 
walkden uses this example, contra lightfoot (2002a), to highlight the fact that even when there is 
no identity across the daughters, syntactic reconstruction can still be carried out.

Furthermore, walkden (2009, 2014), drawing on data from eythórsson (1995) and Ferraresi 
(2005), suggests a reconstruction of the word orders where the finite verb occupies second posi-
tion (V2) or third position (V3) in declarative main clauses for Proto-Northwest-Germanic. Using 
rizzi’s (1997) expanded CP analysis to formalize his reconstruction of the position of the finite 
verb, walkden develops existing analyses of the conditions underlying V2 and V3 further, and ar-
gues that the position of the verb in both V2 and V3 structures is conditioned by information-
structural factors. V2 occurs in main clauses in both North and west Germanic under two types 
of conditions: a) with focused wh-elements in first position, and b) in neutral word order, most 
likely through a process of generalization. walkden further claims that there are also arguments 
for taking V3 to be a variant of “neutral V2”, consisting of V2 together with an additional element 
in preverbal position. although there may be disagreement on the details of the analysis, it is clear 
that V2/V3 can be reconstructed for Proto-Northwest-Germanic in structures where the require-
ments posited by walkden are fulfilled.

3.3. The Construction Grammar Paradigm

we have argued extensively in our work on syntactic reconstruction that the emergence of 
Construction Grammar as a research framework is ideal for reconstructing linguistic objects at a 
larger level than the level of the word or morpheme, as it emphasizes all aspects of a construction: 
the phonological, morphological, syntactic, semantic, and discourse-pragmatic ones. since the ba-
sic assumption within Construction Grammar is that constructions are form-meaning (or func-
tion) correspondences, consisting of a form part and a meaning part, syntactic units also qualify as 
constructions and can as such be reconstructed.

in the reconstruction program that watkins (1995) envisaged, the role of morphology is em-
phasized. watkins argued that syntax can indeed be reconstructed provided there are some mor-
phological clues to guide the reconstruction. this is of course visible in both the proposed recon-
struction of willis’s (2011) of the relative marker in Common Brythonic, and walkden’s (2013, 
2014) reconstruction of the “middle” construction in Proto-Northwest Germanic. as we have em-
phasized elsewhere (Barðdal & eythórsson 2017), the possible criteria for reconstruction accepted 
by watkins constitute by no means an insignificant portion of grammar – the whole of morpho-
syntax.

some of our own syntactic reconstructions are indeed based on morphological pointers, as for 
instance our reconstruction of argument structure constructions, mostly focusing on the accusa-
tive and the dative subject Constructions (Barðdal & eythórsson 2012b, 2017, Barðdal 2013, 
Barðdal & smitherman 2013). thus, we have suggested a reconstruction of a lexically-filled sub-
construction of the dative subject Construction, dat-is-woe, for Proto-indo-european (Barðdal 
2013, Barðdal et al. 2013). the reconstruction is based on lexical items, the internal order be-
tween these items, the dative case, and the discourse-pragmatic function of the construction, 
being first and foremost used in situations of severe adversity. the pragmatic properties of the 
dat-is-woe construction in language use also entail a high degree of speaker involvement, recon-
structed as ‘speaker’s dismay’.

in relation to our work on the dat-is-woe construction, we have also reconstructed several 
construction types for Proto-indo-european that are purely schematic: a bare exclamative con-
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struction, a dative exclamative construction, a predicative construction, a subject-predicate con-
struction, and finally a fronted-predicate focus construction, of which the last two involve differ-
ent word order patterns. the subject-predicate construction involves neutral word order with the 
subject preceding the predicate. the fronted-predicate focus construction, in contrast, shows the 
opposite word order with the predicate preceding the subject, due to the focal nature of the predi-
cate in such contexts.

More specifically for the dat-is-woe construction, we have reconstructed one type of language 
change, namely the lexicalization of an exclamative variant, involving woe-dat, which exhibits a 
fixed word order. this construction always occurs with woe in clause-initial position, followed by 
a dative noun phrase (dat), and an elliptical ‘be’. this is the form that is most widely attested 
in the daughter languages, and it is most plausibly analyzed as a lexicalized variant of the fronted-
predicate focus construction, due to its exclamative nature. only on this analysis can we account 
for the strict word order of woe-dat, and as its corollary, the absence of dat-woe word order in 
the daughter languages.

another language change that we have reconstructed is the loss of a productive rule of anti-
causativization involving oblique subjects in the history of North-Germanic (Barðdal 2015). in 
old icelandic, there is a systematic relation between a causative construction with an accusative or 
a dative object and its anticausative variant where the original object case marking is maintained 
on the subject of the anticausative. one example is the verb drífa ‘drive’, which can instantiate the 
causative transitive construction (1a) as well as its anticausative alternant (1b), thus showing a spe-
cial type of lability also involving case marking:

(1a) Þegar vindurinn dreif þá burt. 
when wind.the.NoM drove them.aCC away 
‘when the wind drove them away.’

(1b) Bátinn dreif langt frá ströndinni. 
boat.the.aCC drifted long from shore.the 
‘the boat drifted far away from the shore.’

this alternation is not productive in Modern icelandic, although speakers of icelandic may 
upon reflection deduce a relation between the two. at some point in history, however, this an-
ticausativization process, involving P-lability and maintained case marking, was indeed produc-
tive. whether it was still fully productive in old icelandic, or whether one has to go further back 
to Proto-Norse, is difficult to know; what matters here is that at some point this anticausativiza-
tion process ceased to be productive. we have reconstructed two language stages, separated by 
this change. during the first stage, there is an anticausativization link between the two construc-
tions, whereas at the second stage the non-productivity warrants a reconstruction of the grammar 
not containing such a link. this results in a lack of systematic synchronic relation between the two 
constructions in the conception of speakers of Modern icelandic. in traditional and generative 
terms, this would correspond to the loss of a productive rule.

as another example of how syntactic reconstruction may be carried out within the framework 
of Construction Grammar, we would like to epitomize one of our own reconstructions from Pro-
to-Germanic, namely our reconstruction of grammatical relations, in particular the subject re-
lation. (Barðdal & eythórsson 2012b). we have chosen this example for the simple reason that 
it takes current syntactic reconstruction even further than most prevalent syntactic reconstruc-
tions which focus on a morphosyntactic construction (like walkden’s “middle” in Proto-North-
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Germanic) or a single schematic construction (like Hale’s wackernagel position). reconstructing 
grammatical relations, in contrast, is a multifarious procedure which requires the following steps:

a) by reconstructing argument structure constructions
b) by identifying potential subject tests for each of the daughter languages
c) by establishing which of the attested subject test constructions are reconstructable
d) by reconstructing the constructions that function as subject tests for the proto-language
e) by defining for each subject test construction how the subject (and the object) argument of 

the argument structure constructions behaves

when argument structure constructions and the constructions functioning as subject tests have 
been reconstructed, which includes defining the behavior of subjects (and objects) with regard to 
the subject tests, grammatical relations simply fall out from these reconstructed fragments of gram-
mar.

For Proto-Germanic, the relevant reconstructable subject tests that we have established on the 
basis of comparison between Gothic, old english, old saxon, old High German and old icelan-
dic are the following:

a) subject-verb word order
b) subject-verb inversion
c) raising-to-subject
d) raising-to-object
e) control

we will let it suffice to present our reconstructions of one argument structure construction and 
its interaction with the raising-to-subject construction in Proto-Germanic. Consider the follow-
ing examples of the verb ‘hunger’ from Gothic, old Norse-icelandic, old High German and old 
english:

Gothic

(2a) þana gaggandan du mis ni huggreiþ 
this.one.acc going to me not hungers 
‘the one who comes to me will not starve’ (st. john 6:35)

old Norse-icelandic

(2b) mann hungrar þá til líkamligra krása 
man.acc hungers then to bodily delicacies 
‘a man starts having cravings for fleshly delicacies’ (Leif. 4814. 18. 20)

old High German

(2c) mih hungrita, inti ir gabut mir ezzan 
me.acc hungered and you gave me eat.inf 
‘i was hungry and you fed me’ (tatian 152:3)

old english

(2d) seðe cymes to me ne hynegreð hine 
he.who comes to me not hungers him.acc 
‘the one who comes to me will not starve’ (lindisfarne Gospels 1, st. john 6:35)
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the verb ‘hunger’ occurs systematically with an accusative subject across the earliest Germanic 
languages, as evident from (2) above. the lexical item ‘hunger’ has already been reconstructed for 
Proto-Germanic by earlier scholars as *hungrian-, hence we only need to reconstruct it together 
with its argument structure for Proto-Germanic. the correspondence set is shown in table 1, 
showing identity across the daughters.

Alt 1

Gothic
old Norse-icelandic
old english
old High German

aCC-hungers
aCC-hungers
aCC-hungers
aCC-hungers

table 1. Correspondence set for the acc-hungers argument-structure construction

the verb ‘hunger’ can thus be reconstructed together with its argument structure for Proto-
Germanic as in Figure 1.

Figure 1. A reconstruction of the accusative-subject verb ‘hunger’ and its argument struc-
ture in Proto-Germanic

the ForM field in table 1 is filled with the phonological material *hungrian-, while the sYN 
field contains the number of arguments and their case marking, only one argument in the accu-
sative in this case. the seM field defines the semantics of the construction and is here specified 
in terms of semantic frames. the relevant semantic frame is the need-for-intake-of-nourishment 
frame, occurring with only one argument in our examples, namely the Needer, which is here 
indexed with an i and co-indexed with the NP-aCCi in the sYN field. this is all it takes to recon-
struct the verb ‘hunger’ with its accusative subject in Proto-Germanic.

let us now turn to the raising-to-subject construction in Proto-Germanic and its inter-
action with argument structure constructions. Consider the following examples from old 
Norse-icelandic, old saxon, old High German and old english, all involving raising-to-
subject:
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old Norse-icelandic

(3a) að mér tekur nú að þykja minna gaman að gulli en var 
that me.dat begins now to think.inf less entertaining at gold than was 
‘that now i’ve started to take less pleasure in gold than before’ (Hreiðars þáttur, ch. 5)

old saxon

(3b) ôðo beginnad imu than is uuerk tregan, an is hugi hreuuen 
easy began him.dat then his work regret at his mind rue 
‘easily, he began to regret what he did, to rue it in his mind’ (Heliand 3233)

old High German

(3c) so imo daranah nôten gestat 
so him.dat thereafter get.into.trouble.inf began 
‘and then he began to get into trouble’ (Notker, Boeth)

old english c. 971

(3d) þa ongan hine eft langian on his cyþþe 
then began he.acc again long.inf for his kin 
‘then he started to long for his family again’ (Blickling Homilies 113,15)

in these examples, the oblique subject verbs are þykja ‘think’, tregan ‘regret’, nôten ‘get into 
trouble’ and langian ‘long’, all occurring in the infinitive. the first three verbs select for dative 
subjects and the last one for an accusative subject. in all four cases, these oblique subjects behave 
syntactically as the grammatical subjects of the relevant finite aspectual verbs, which are taka ‘be-
gin’, biginnan ‘begin’, stantan ‘begin’ and onginnan ‘begin’, while at the same time they maintain 
the case marking of the subjects of the lower verbs.

in all four examples in (3), there is a sentence adverb, nú ‘now’, than ‘then’, daranah ‘thereaf-
ter, and eft ‘again’, respectively, demarcating the boundaries of the infinitive clause. since the ob-
lique subject occurs before the sentence adverb, it is clear that the oblique is not located within the 
infinitive clause. in (3a) and (3c) the dative subject immediately precedes the finite aspectual verb, 
while in (3b) and (3d) there is subject-verb inversion with the finite verb occurring immediately 
before the dative vs. the accusative. there is thus no doubt that the oblique subject-like argument, 
assigned by the lower verb, behaves syntactically as the subject of the finite verb, which is indeed 
what raising-to-subject involves.

on the basis of the comparative evidence, it is clear that raising-to-subject existed and sin-
gled out the subjet relation as apposed to the object relation in the earliest Germanic daughter lan-
guages, and thus that it can be reconstructed for Proto-Germanic. in our earlier work, we have 
suggested the reconstruction shown in Figure 2 (Barðdal & eythórsson 2012b, 385). the for-
malism in Figure 2 consists of an outer box which demarcates the whole construction and smaller 
boxes within, which represent different subunits of the construction. the ellipsis preceding the 
whole construction indicates that we are not reconstructing subject-first word order in Proto-
Germanic in this construction. this must be done independently, as we have shown elsewhere 
(Barðdal & eythórsson 2012b, 376-380). each of the inner box representations contains a ForM 
field and a sYN field, respectively. since the raising-to-subject construction we are reconstructing 
denotes the inceptive aspect, i.e. identifying the beginning stage of the event, there is also a seM 
field in the middle box where the finite verb is located.
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Figure 2. A reconstruction of Raising-to-Subject for Proto-Germanic

the asterisk outside the larger box signals that this is a reconstruction. the ForM field is sys-
tematically left empty throughout since the reconstructed object is a schematic construction, not in-
volving any lexical material. the sYN field specifies the syntactic category of each element. the sYN 
field in the rightmost inner box is defined as ViNF, representing the nonfinite verb. in the middle box 
it is defined as VFiN, representing the finite verb, while in the leftmost box it is defined as NP_i, rep-
resenting the “raised” subject. the seM field in the middle box is defined in terms of the begin-fr.

the schematic construction in Figure 2 also interacts with a lexical-class construction in Proto-
Germanic, in which all inceptive verbs meaning ‘begin’ are listed. this lexical-class construction can 
be reconstructed as in (4), where a lexical reconstruction of the form *-ginnan is also included on the 
basis of the evidence from east and west Germanic where inceptive verbs with -ginnan are found.

(4) raising-to-subject-lxm => [*-ginnan]

the schematic reconstruction in (4) can be laid out with the box formalism of Construction 
Grammar as in Figure 3, where it is shown very clearly by lack of any listed arguments in the sYN 
field that ‘begin’ verbs do not select for an argument of their own, let alone a subject. as a conse-
quence, when an argument structure construction, raising-to-subject construction, and the verb-
class-specific construction ‘begin’ interact, indeed no argument comes from the aspectual ‘begin’ 
itself, meaning that there is only one argument that can take on the subject behavior of the rais-
ing-to-subject construction, and hence of ‘begin’ in this construction. this argument is the i-in-
dexed argument of the argument structure construction, a nominative in case of nominative sub-
ject verbs and an accusative in case of accusative subject verbs.

Figure 3. A reconstruction of the verb-class-specific construction of ‘be-
gin’ in Proto-Germanic
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we have here shown how fragments of the grammar of Proto-Germanic can be reconstructed. 
we have demonstrated how one can reconstruct argument structure constructions with an example 
of a reconstruction of an established subject test, namely the raising-to-subject construction. the 
behavioral subject properties of oblique subjects are found in the interaction between these two, the 
argument structure construction and the construction functioning as subject test. the indexing of 
the accusative subject of ‘hunger’ with an i indeed defines the behavior of the accusative subject in 
the raising-to-subject construction where the argument preceding the finite verb is also indexed 
with a subscript i. Hence, when the argument structure construction merges with the raising-to-
subject construction, it is already coded in the construction that the accusative subject will take on 
the subject behavior of the inceptive finite verb, through the indexing of the preverbal position as i.

as mentioned in passing above, ordinary argument structure construction with a nominative 
subject also have the nominative indexed with a subscript i. this means in effect that the subject 
of the lower verb will always take on the subject behavior of the higher verb when the argument 
structure and the raising-to-subject construction merge. this is irrespective of whether the lower 
verb is a nominative, accusative or a dative subject verb. this is how subject behavior falls out 
from our reconstructions of argument structure constructions, our reconstruction of the construc-
tions that function as subject tests, and the interaction between the two.

the next section is devoted to the main problems that have been pointed out as pertaining to 
syntactic reconstruction; we will lay out our argumentation against the validity of these alleged 
problems.

4. arguments against syntactic reconstruction and why they do not hold

several arguments have been proposed against the feasibility of syntactic reconstruction during 
the last century (watkins 1976, jeffers 1976, winter 1984, lightfoot 1979, Pires & thomason 
2008, Mengden 2008, inter alia). these include:

a) lack of cognates and hence lack of correspondences
b) lack of syntactic laws and hence lack of directionality in syntactic change
c) lack of arbitrariness
d) lack of form-meaning correspondences
e) lack of continuous transmission of syntactic structures during acquisition

we will now discuss each of these arguments in turn (see also eythórsson & Barðdal 2011, 
Barðdal & eythórsson 2012a, 2012b, 2017, Barðdal 2013). starting with the assumption that 
there are no cognates in syntax, this was first claimed by jeffers (1976) and has since been echoed 
by lightfoot and others in numerous publications. Harris & Campbell, in their (1995) research 
program, argued for the usefulness of the notion of syntactic pattern (see section 2 above), which 
serves as input for their correspondence sets. Kikusawa, in her work on the Polynesian languages, 
identifies cognate structures through the pronominal system. we have argued for the validity of the 
notion of cognate argument structure constructions in our earlier work, and devote an entire chapter 
to this topic in a forthcoming book on syntactic reconstruction (see Barðdal & eythórsson 2017). 
the research community thus seems to have no problems at all with identifying cognates in syntax 
or with setting up correspondence sets.

the second problem with carrying out syntactic reconstruction is the alleged lack of syntactic 
laws, and hence of directionality in syntactic change. Postulating that linguistic change is “chaotic” 
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due to its presumed “abductive” nature (andersen 1973), lightfoot (e.g. 2002a, 135) argues that 
except in cases of identity, reconstructing syntax is totally out of the question. this alleged impos-
sibility is due to syntactic change being, by its own very nature, unconstrained. However, as we 
have argued in several papers (Barðdal & eythórsson 2012a, Barðdal 2013, Barðdal et al. 2013), 
and as has been independently shown by willis (2011), universal regularity of syntactic change is 
simply not needed in order to carry out syntactic reconstruction. in many cases, the order of the 
changes can be deduced directly from the data.

the third suggested problem for syntactic reconstruction is the lack of arbitrariness in syntax. 
this, however, is not a real argument because the arbitrariness requirement is first and foremost 
needed for demonstrating genealogical relatedness (cf. Harrison 2003). syntactic reconstruction, 
however, is usually carried out only after genealogical relatedness has already been established. in 
addition, there is more arbitrariness in syntax than often assumed; collocational restrictions, case 
marking, and argument structure are some of the syntactic structures where a considerable degree 
of arbitrariness is found. lack of arbitrariness is therefore no real argument against syntactic recon-
struction.

the fourth argument against the viability of syntactic reconstruction is the alleged lack of 
form-meaning correspondences in syntax. there is no doubt that the 19th and early 20th century 
indo-europeanists who developed the Comparative Method emphasized the role of the linguistic 
sign for reconstruction. in order to be able to reconstruct, they argued, it is essential that both the 
meaning part and the form part show a correspondence across the dataset being compared. the 
reason for this strict criterion was to enable scholars to identify inheritance and to distinguish be-
tween forms that are inherited and those exhibiting accidental formal similarities without being in-
herited. this criterion has, indeed, been a fundamental methodological principle in establishing 
genealogical relatedness.

the most influential theoretical framework in modern linguistics, the generative program, does 
not assume that syntactic structures have any meaning or function. as a consequence, a recon-
struction based on the main criterion of the Comparative Method, namely form-meaning corre-
spondences, is excluded by definition. However, in Construction Grammar, where the basic lin-
guistic building blocks are form-meaning correspondences, syntactic reconstruction is perfectly 
viable and falls directly out from the basic assumptions of the model. Not only does Construction 
Grammar take the assumption of form-meaning correspondences as the core of its program, it also 
formalizes constructions in terms of both form and meaning (as illustrated above). this makes 
Construction Grammar the ideal framework for reconstructing syntax and superior to frameworks 
denying the fundamental status of form-meaning correspondences, as reported on above.

the transmission problem, constituting the fifth argument against syntactic reconstruction, in-
volves the alleged lack of continuous transmission of syntactic structures during acquisition. this 
means that language learners do not “inherit” the grammar of the previous generation; rather, they 
must construct their own grammar on the basis of the previous generation’s output. this stands in 
stark contrast to lexical items which are assumed to be passed on from one generation to the next. 
we have argued against this view and pointed out that lexical items are also abstractions. that is, 
lexical items are signs which consist of abstract phonological features and meaning, and this pair-
ing of form with meaning that language learners must go through in order to acquire lexical items 
is a cognitive process in all and every respect comparable to the process of extracting the grammar 
from the input found in the linguistic environment. in keeping with the tenets of Construction 
Grammar, we thus reject the dichotomy between lexical items and grammar, and maintain that 
this is not an obstacle to the reconstruction of syntax.
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Moreover, the goal of syntactic reconstruction is not in and of itself to reconstruct a proto-
language as such, but rather to model the grammar of a proto-stage. such a model is intended 
to reflect the state-of-the-art of our knowledge at each time. a reconstruction that is confined to 
phonology, morphology and the lexicon will not yield a complete grammar for the relevant pro-
to-stage. this makes syntactic reconstruction a legitimate domain in historical syntax in particular 
and in historical linguistics in general.

one major goal with syntactic reconstruction is to identify the mechanisms of syntactic change, 
as has been emphasized by Goldbach & Ferraresi (2008), among others. in addition, we have ar-
gued that syntactic reconstruction can be seen as an important part of identifying the develop-
ment of certain syntactic structures in order to reveal their origin (Barðdal & eythórsson 2012a). 
this may result in reconstruction on the basis of identical elements in the correspondence set, the 
kind of reconstruction which has been dismissed by lightfoot (2002a) as being trivial. Neverthe-
less, when investigating certain aspects of, say, Modern english, it is natural that one reverts back 
to Middle english for an historical explanation. and, likewise, when investigating the same aspects 
in Middle english, it appears as self-evident to explore the development from old english. re-
constructing a proto-language enables one to take the investigation one or even more steps further 
back in time to a period predating existing written sources. in that sense, syntactic reconstruction 
of a proto-stage is no more trivial than investigating old english when searching for answers on 
linguistic developments in Middle and Modern english.

at this juncture, let us address the question of whether there may be even further reasons for 
denying the validity of syntactic reconstruction. one possibility would be that scholars are blinded 
by their own theoretical paradigm, such as the generative framework, where semantics only has a 
very limited role, if any. instead, syntax is an autonomous component in the model, where inter-
action with the phonological and semantic components is confined to the “interfaces” (e.g. Chom-
sky 1993, and especially Chomsky 1986, 363 for the claim that “syntax is semantics”). on such an 
approach, it becomes almost impossible to imagine how to reconstruct syntax, since the guidelines 
otherwise provided by semantics, morphology and phonology are unavailable. such a theoretical 
framework may therefore become a straightjacket hampering one’s ability to confront the fact that 
syntax can be reconstructed.

Consider again walkden’s reconstruction of the “middle” for Proto-Northwest Germanic. 
walkden used the phonology and morphology of the reflexive pronoun and its distributional 
properties in the clause, in addition to the semantic content of the reflexive itself, in his compari-
son of North Germanic with its west and east Germanic sister languages. this walkden did in 
order to reconstruct the reflexive middle for Proto-Northwest Germanic. Now, even if another el-
ement, a non-reflexive sik, had existed in Northwest Germanic, it would not have been used as a 
comparandum, because it would have been another morpheme with a different function from the 
ones in east and west Germanic. this is self-evident, of course, but only because walkden’s anal-
ysis is indeed based on both form and function. However, even so, there is no designated place for 
either the phonology or the semantics in walkden’s formalism, in reality denying the guiding role 
that these properties of language have, when determining the comparandum of the correspond-
ence set in North and west Germanic.

the same criticism can be directed at willis’s (2011) reconstruction of free relative clauses for 
Common Brythonic. His analysis is based on the relative marker and the function of the clause as 
a free relative clause, in addition to other factors such as negation and stress. in essence, this means 
that both form and function are used when establishing the comparanda for a particular corre-
spondence set. once again we see the problem of there being no designated place in the formalism 
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for function or intonation, and as a consequence there is a failure to acknowledge the guiding role 
such factors have in determining the comparandum of the correspondence set for syntactic recon-
struction. in this way, generative reconstructions in syntax are also incomplete.

5. Conclusions

we began this article with an overview of current work on syntactic reconstruction, summa-
rizing recent work within the traditional indo-europeanist paradigm, the generative paradigm, 
and the Construction Grammar paradigm. the syntactic reconstruction carried out by traditional 
indo-european scholars is generally solid and based on rigorous philological analysis of the early 
texts, applying the tried and tested techniques of comparative linguistics. the goal seems to be to 
decide on whether specific syntactic structures are reconstructable for a proto-stage or not. these 
reconstructions, however, are incomplete in one important sense: the traditional indo-european 
scholars do not continue with their analysis beyond the point of deciding on the issue of recon-
structability. that is, no actual reconstruction is carried out (although some draw up a diachronic 
scenario). this is presumably a consequence of the traditional indo-european scholars’ lack of ex-
plicit theoretical framework and thereby of the necessarily representational formalism.

among historical syntacticians working within the generative framework, syntactic reconstruc-
tion has also been on the agenda in recent times. this work is based on sound historical syntac-
tic research and modeled within the classical tree structure of generative grammar. the disadvan-
tage of employing this representational model, however, is that there is no place in the formalism 
for semantics or function, discourse-pragmatic properties, or intonation. so similarly to the tradi-
tionalists, the generative attempts at syntactic reconstruction are also incomplete; this is certainly 
not because of a lack of theoretical framework but is rather due to the inability of the formalism to 
achieve a fully accurate and a theoretically adequate reconstruction.

syntactic reconstruction has also been carried out within the Construction Grammar frame-
work, in which it is assumed that the basic building blocks of language are constructions – form-
meaning pairings. since the Comparative Method presupposes form-meaning correspondences, 
the leap from a synchronic analysis to syntactic reconstruction is minimal. the Construction 
Grammar formalism allows for the reconstruction of form, meaning, discourse-pragmatic prop-
erties, and intonational patterns, in addition to the reconstruction of higher-level schematic con-
structions. as such, Construction Grammar is the ideal framework for carrying out syntactic re-
construction.

to conclude, syntactic reconstruction, the long-dormant sleeping Beauty of historical linguis-
tics, has now been awoken from her sleep that had lasted more than half a century and has been 
given her deserved seat of honor within historical linguistics. we look forward to witnessing fur-
ther breakthroughs and successes in this important research area in the years to come.
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